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A few month ago, Theresa left behind her
world and entered a tarot-inspired
multiverse. Now, shes about to be dragged
along on a new adventure by her new
friend, Chrystalline. Theresa thinks shes
just going cloak shopping but shes really
about to explore her darkest secret. All the
Way Down collects the second chapter of
Mysteries of the Arcana, the tarot-inspired,
LGBT-friendly
fantasy
adventure
webcomic. Follow the story of Theresa, a
gun-loving tomboy and Chrystalline, a
one-of-a-kind adventuress as they travel
from the Fool to the Ace of Cups and deal
with secrets that perhap should have been
buried.
Introduction by Howie Noel,
official cartoonist of TAPS Magazine and
creator of Tara Normal. Includes Fly
Away Home, an eight page bonus story not
available anywhere but in this volume,
featuring everyones favorite cyberpunk
faerie Mandrake!
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of course, this is the beginning of Chapter 2: All the Way Down. Thats a Mysteries of the Arcana - Wall of the
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is all about telling the origin myth JG: Actually, Theresa returned home to her own world between chapter 1 and 2.
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